Conveying floating Offshore
Wind turbine

TOWING
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Logistic support at sea: towing and anchoring
Surface positioning Assisting during towing
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ANCHORING
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Weather downtime statistics during
towing and anchoring
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OPERATION

Mobile solution for project
management/HSE/expertise/O&M

On-line vibration monitoring including rotor
imbalance detection

Near real-time forecasting of environmental
conditions
Alert system
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- Technical audit
- Measurement of rotor imbalance
- Internal & external rotor blade inspections
- Video endoscopy
Visual Inspections of underwater structures
by ROV using the TMI-ORION S-ROV Platform
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Performance analysis and monitoring

Subsea and Surface Environmental Impact
Monitoring
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Assisting anchoring
and cabling works
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COMPAGNIE MARITIME CHAMBON:
+33 (0)4 96 11 11 55
cmc@cmchambon.com
13231 Marseille cedex 1

FOSELEV S.A.S:
+33 (0)4 42 24 57 57
info@foselev.fr
13798 AIX-EN-PROVENCE

Dietsmann:
+33 (0)5 61 98 46 70
pierre_deLaverny@dietsmann.com
31260 Salies du Salat

OFFSHORE WIND
MULTI SERVICES

Aggregating all skills to support your offshore projects.

+ 33 (0)5 62 88 11 11
contact@noveltis.fr

Created in 1998, NOVELTIS brings together experts in the fields of
oceanography and remote sensing data. Our activities rely on the
development of services as well as on R&D studies. In the context
of renewable energy, NOVELTIS contributes to assessing the
resources, design of the structure and monitoring of environmental
conditions through advanced fine scale (temporal and spatial)
modeling. NOVELTIS is also recognized in the field of Oil & Gas
and maritime transport in which NOVELTIS brings its expertise to
secure operations.

+33 (0)6 73 51 32 55
contact@iota-survey.fr

Established in 1996 in Occitania, Iota-Survey, with a team of more
than 25 years of experience in the Offshore Oil & Gas Industry,
provides offshore technical assistance, seabed survey, positioning
and subsea inspection services for the offshore O&G, Harbour construction,
Environmental Engineering and Renewable Energies sectors.
Iota-Survey operates at different stages during the development
of an offshore wind farm:
• Seabed Surveys – data acquisition for pre and post-installation,
processing and charting
• Mooring : positioning during pre-lay mooring installation and
floating turbine towing
• Post-Installation : Inspection of the mooring systems
• Maintenance and Inspection: subsea operation by ROV
• Marine Consulting for Client Representation

+33 (0)4 67 29 74 43
info@4op.eu

4Op is a young start-up specialized in energy yield assessments
and SCADA data analysis for renewable energy parks. With the
aim of detecting underperformances, anomalies and deviations
in their clients’ assets, the experts of 4Op have developed a
reliable method that makes it possible to improve the monitoring
of wind farms without the installation of any additional sensors.
The solution works thanks to a neural network which allows it
to process a large quantity of data, analyze them and interpret
them rapidly. 4Op drives other R&D projects always focusing on
optimizing the performances of its customers’ assets.

15 companies with a strong and proven experience.

With more than 20 years of experience, 8.2 is one of the world leaders
in the field of renewable energies. Since 2007, 8.2 France has been
a member of the Associative Group. 8.2 France has developed an
overall approach through its technical audits, and offers its clients
assistance through all stages of asset development. Thanks to
experience in offshore projects developed by 8.2 consulting AG
and the German offices with 10 years’ experience on the entire
value chain of more than 80% of North Sea offshore projects, the
experts at 8.2 France can provide their clients with invaluable
support, through extensive expertise and a pragmatic approach.
8.2 France is already involved in the first French offshore projects
and has had the opportunity to accompany Ideol’s floating offshore
prototype throughout the entire process.
+33 (0)4 67 29 74 43
info@8p2.fr

+33 (0)4 67 52 99 06
contact@maint-control.com

MAINTCONTROL, a company installed in the Montpellier region
for 17 years, is specialized in vibration control & analysis. The
company was the precursor in wind industry vibratory analysis in
France and already has more than 1500 wind turbines controlled
with vibration analysis to its credit. From the moment a wind farm
becomes operational, MAINTCONTROL establishes the vibratory
signature of the wind turbine’s drive train, including controlling
rotor imbalance. Throughout the operation of an offshore wind
farm, we recommend installing a secondary CMS (Conditioned
Monitoring System). This is implemented and piloted by
MAINTCONTROL, with special monitoring by an independent
expert, and will make it possible to optimize maintenance
operations by making predictions on the wear of the components,
as well as prevent down times and turbine stoppage.

+33 (0)6 09 44 91 73
pfourcade@safenergy.fr

Safenergy made its debut in 2006 as a consulting company in
Oil & Gas operations and has acquired skills worldwide in both
safety and geophysics for many years. Since 2012 the Safenergy®
Software has been developed based on a solid experience on
industrial sites in remote areas and Safenergy is now recognized
as an expert in mobility and management of complex industrial
projects. The platform has been adapted to different jobs and
in particular to wind energy. This mobile application ensures,
inter alia and in real time, worksite supervision, productivity
optimization and follow-up of non-conformities.

PRELIMINAIRE
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- Validation of the mooring area with
insurance company
- Onshore Control of the Subsea material
- Underwater video assistance
ROV & Sensors

16
17 21

Biotope:
+ 33 (0)4 67 18 46 20
commercial@biotope.fr
34140 Mèze

MAPPEM:
+33 (0)2 98 03 23 95
contact@mappem-geophysics.com
29290 Saint-Renan
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Iota-Survey:
+33 (0)6 73 51 32 55
contact@iota-survey.fr
34830 Clapiers

MaintControl S.A.S.:
+33 (0)4 67 52 99 06
contact@maint-control.com
34670 Baillargues
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4Op:
+33 (0)4 67 29 74 43
info@4op.eu
34170 Castelnau-le-Lez

Safenergy:
+33 (0)6 09 44 91 73
pfourcade@safenergy.fr
34000 Montpellier

Société Nouvelloise de Remorquage:
+33 (0)4 68 58 30 86
socnore@gmail.com
11210 Port la Nouvelle
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Towing, crew changes, on site supplies,
diving works
Logistic support at sea: assistance, personnel
transportation & accommodation, supply &
security vessels

8p2:
+33 (0)4 67 29 74 43
info@8p2.fr
34170 Castelnau-le-Lez

TMI-Orion:
+33 (0)4 99 52 67 10
contact@tmigi.com
34170 Castelnau-le-Lez

Maintenance works

NOVELTIS:
+33 (0)5 62 88 11 11
contact@noveltis.fr
31670 LABEGE
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Created in France 25 years ago, BIOTOPE has become one of the
World’s leading consultancies specialized in biodiversity. With
a dedicated full-time staff of over 240, Biotope has extensive
experience in ecological surveying and consulting, as well as
environmental communication. The company has offices all
over the world in Europe, South America, China and Africa.
Specialized in ecological assessment, BIOTOPE has acquired
invaluable experience in supporting project developers in
managing their biodiversity risks. For its clients in wind energy
- also for offshore projects - BIOTOPE work at all stages of
project life cycles: feasibility assessments, impact assessment,
design and monitoring of mitigation and offset measures, onsite inspections during construction, restoration associated with
decommissioning. Working also with conservation organizations,
we bring practical know-how in linking business and biodiversity.
+ 33 (0)4 67 18 46 20
commercial@biotope.fr

The Société Nouvelloise de Remorquage was created in 1982.
It is a social enterprise of collective interest. SNR operates
365 days a year and 24 hours a day. Our sectors of activity
include: harbor towing, conveying (barges, dredgers etc.),
maritime works, transferring material, underwater works,
beach marking, transporting personnel. We have approval
for port towing, and our tasks include assisting ships with berthing
and departure maneuvers, and moving vessels in the harbor or
bay. We also participate in port security and safeguarding port
facilities. In addition, we are in partnership with the Lycée Paul
Bousquet in Sète (a high school that trains future sailors).
+ 33 (0)4 68 58 30 86
socnore@gmail.com

The Compagnie Maritime CHAMBON was created in December
2002, following the purchase of six subsidiaries, “Les Abeilles
harbor towage”, initially owned by the Bourbon Group. The
Compagnie CHAMBON was originally founded in 1873 by the
CHAMBON Family and was acquired by BOURBON in 1996. CMC
is involved in harbor towage, deep sea towage and salvage, but
also in the Oil & Gas sector with the exploitation of its own ships,
supply vessels and crew boats in West Africa. CMC is also involved
in renewable marine energies such as offshore wind through the
contribution of service vessels adapted to this type of exploitation,
as well as an R&D study for an accommodation vessel project
“Windkeeper”. CMC has dedicated sailors specialized in difficult
offshore and maritime work. CMC is present in Occitania through
its two maritime subsidiaries, one in Sète: Cie Sétoise de
Remorquage et de Sauvetage, and the other in Port La Nouvelle:
Cie Novela de Remorquage et de Sauvetage. For this type of
offshore project, we could offer our vessels, Bora & Noiroit, both
tugs, and our supply ship Alize.
+ 33 (0)4 96 11 11 55
cmc@cmchambon.com

MAPPEM Geophysics is a spin-off from the University of
Brest created in 2015. It develops innovative solutions for site
investigations and buried object localization (UXO, pipelines,
cables…). Using electromagnetic techniques, these new systems
provide unique information for offshore projects. Marine resistivity
measurement is a great tool for cable route surveys (dredge ability),
and geophysical characterization even in the presence of shallow
gas or hard rocks. For UXO surveys, the 3D electromagnetic
MAPPEM tool makes possible a large range, as well as excellent
detection capabilities, both for ferrous and non-ferrous objects.
It is not sensitive to magnetic masking and false positives. With
its new technologies, MAPPEM Geophysics has already been
involved in many projects in Europe and abroad, in particular
for MRE. Mappem is represented in Occitania by Iota-Survey.
+ 33 (0)2 98 03 23 95 - contact@mappem-geophysics.com

Foselev is an independent industrial group founded in 1970
dedicated to the fields of industry, construction and the nuclear
sector. As an industrial service provider, the Group develops its
industrial service offer in France and on the international market.
With near to 1950 employees and a 300M€ turnover, the Group’s
activities revolve around three areas of expertise: Services &
Logistics (730 employees), Maintenance (755 employees) and
Contracting (465 employees).
Here is below the detail of these areas of expertise:
• Services & Logistics: Lifting, transport, handling, transfer,
Personnel Lifting, Storage, Modular Construction, Training.
• Maintenance: Sectors: Industry, Nuclear, Oil & Gas, Marine,
PW/Civil Engineering; Piping/Welding; Trades: Piping/Welding,
Hydraulic Mechanics, High-Pressure Cleaning, Electricity,
Automation, Instrumentation.
• Contracting: Unit Construction, Heavy Lifting & Complex Handling
Operations, Multi-trade Projects, Process Integration, EPC
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Investigating sites, geophysical resistivity
imaging, surveying for UXO (ferrous and
nonferrous), pipelines, ...
Impact study: electromagnetic impact of
cables and infrastructures

Environmental study support:
- Biodiversity inventory
- Impact assessment
- Mitigation measures
- Environmental management plan

Seabed Survey - Geophysical
and Geotechnical study,
Client Representative, Marine Consultant
Acoustic Impact Study

PROJECT DEFINITION
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Analyzing extreme environmental
conditions (wind, waves, current) at
local scales
Advanced statistics
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PROJECT DESIGN
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SCADA Data Analysis on pre-commissioning
and run-test data
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Lifting and assembling

On site supplies, diving works, training center

Spot vibration measurement and rotor
imbalance measurement

Inspection after commissioning
with mobile application
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CONSTRUCTION/COMMISSIONING

Theoretical and practical training at
the Lycée de la Mer - Sète (maritime
high school) for Sailors - Captains 200

-Project layout
-Electrical losses and wake effect
optimization

Technical adviser

Bathymetry and Pre-survey to define
the mooring area
Detailed Seabed and Habitat
ROV Survey

PRELIMINAIRE

TMI-Orion, specialized in the development and the manufacture
of embedded measurement systems, diversifies its markets. The
acquisition early in 2019 of Ocean Innovation System (OiS) knowhow and solutions, architect of the S-ROV modular underwater
robotic platform, enables TMI-Orion to offer complete solutions for
measurement and operations in marine and submarine environment.
OceanInnovation System, created in 2015 by two engineers in Robotics,
designs and manufactures underwater modular robotics solutions for
exploration, operation and measurement in shallow water and seabed.
OiS provides innovative solutions with a truly modular approach. OiS
provides solutions for gravity based or floating Offshore Wind Turbines
Inspections with its small innovative ROV platform
S-ROV ® main avantages are:
• Navigation in strong currents up to 4 / to 5 knots
• Launching and recovery from a small vessel (light logistics means)
• Multi-purpose platform for sonar and video imagery, anchoring and
mooring inspection, cathodic protection measurements, cleaning,
thinkness

Dietsmann is the leading independent Operation & Maintenance and
Maintenance Engineering & Inspection specialist for continuousproduction plant in the oil & gas, conventional and nuclear power
generation and mining industries. The Company’s reputation for
excellence is the result of more than 40 years of accumulated knowhow of plant and equipment. We are known for our pioneering
approach and consistent focus on our core business. We are always
responsive to client needs, innovative in our thinking and more agile
than our larger, integrated competitors. This culture has earned us
the trust of our clients, with many of whom we have long-standing
relationships. Based on our 40 years’ experience in the Oil & Gas
sector and considering that offshore wind farms technology will be
very close of the Oil & Gas, we offer to clients expertise in :
• Electrical Offshore Engineering, Construction and Start up activities
• Maintenance Engineering and Maintenance of Offshore wind farms
Our French headquarters are located in Occitanie, south of Toulouse.

This project for grouping together regional skills
is accompanied by Ad’Occ

Member:
- 8.2 France
- Biotope

+ 33 (0)4 67 85 69 60 - contact@agence-adocc.com - 34000 Montpellier

Member:
- Compagnie Maritime Chambon
- Iota-Survey
- Noveltis
- TMI-Orion
- Biotope

